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Michael Tsukerman & Robert Gitelman
Bio
Michael Tsukerman is a young artist from Israel who started producing electronic music when he
was 14 years old. A few years later, in 2003, he released his first Vinyl single "Next Exit – The Rise Of
Nations" at Drizzly Records in Germany, which had been a big club success and was played by Cosmic
Gate, Flutlicht, Blank & Jones & many other DJs.
Over the next few years Michael released more tracks and remixes to different artists such as Yahel
and Brisky & Coleman, under different aliases, including X.L.R Project, Soulcatch, Direct Vision,
Tzooki, Deep & Shallow. His track "Tzooki – Conflictions", remixed by M.A.N.U and himself as X.L.R
Project, was played by the biggest DJs in the world, including Paul Van Dyk and Armin Van Buuren.
The track also appeared on the "Trance Energy 2006" compilation.
In 2007 Michael started a collaboration with his friend Robert Gitelman (2 Players, G&M Project) and
together released their first single "Memories From The Future" on Adjusted Music. The track
received great reviews & feedback from famous DJs and was played by Tiësto, Armin Van Buuren,
Paul Van Dyk, Judge Jules and others. Ever since, Michael has been working with Robert but also on
his own productions, focusing mainly on remixes. New material is ready for the near future so be
prepared…

Robert Gitelman began his career at the tender age of 14, three years later starting his residency
in one of the biggest clubs in Israel, called “Computer”. Ever since, Robert played in every club in
Israel.
On Radio bu99FM, the most popular radio station in Israel for dance music, Robert got a weekly club
show and hosted the biggest names in the world like: DJ Tiësto, Ferry Corsten, Benjamin Bates,
M.I.K.E (Push), Armin Van Buuren, DJ Scot Project, DJ Wag, Erik Morello, Marco V, Phats & Small,
Christian Froot, DJ Taucher, Misja Helsloot, DJ Montana, Talla and many many more!
After his show’s success, the biggest record label in Israel Phonokol asked Robert to compile and mix
his very own club-trance compilation series called “Club99” and after a massive success Phonokol
decided to make another series called “Party Line”.
Robert has played all over the world including the most exclusive venues in the UK, Ibiza and Cyprus.
In the Netherlands he frequented all the major clubs like the IT, Escape, Dance Salon and the Master
Theatre. Hence, Robert has proven his talent not only in Israel but worldwide.
When he felt he gained enough experience while spinning the wheels of steel, Robert decided to
produce his own music, starting with experimental underground dance music.
His first track that was signed was "DJ Robert & The Party Freaks - Going Up" (1996, Rhythm
Import).
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Robert teamed with Jaron Martinez and produced the track “Dreaming About Paprika” which rocked
not only every chart in the world but also got into the “Love Parade” compilation. After that, together
with Jaron, Robert started to produce tracks under several guises including G&M Project, 2 Players,
Robert Gitelman, Jaron Inc., Taze and DJ Robert & The Martinez Bros.
The first massive breakthrough in the Netherlands was the anthem “Feeling The Sunrise” under the
name of “G&M Project” released on ID&T.
The success of “Feeling The Sunrise” was outstanding, it got support from every major DJ in the
world like: Ferry Corsten, Marco V, Armin Van Buuren, Paul Van Dyk, Judge Jules, Push, Blank &
Jones and DJ Stigma. The track got licensed to lots of great compilations like: 'Trance Energy 2002',
Ferry Corsten 'World Tour - Tokyo', '538 Drive-In Show', 'Mad-House 2002' mixed by DJ Jean, 'ID&T
Trance 3', 'Gatecrasher Experience', 'International DJs at Goliath' mixed by DJ Stigma, 'DJ Marckey in
the Mix', 'B A clubber 2001' mixed by DJ Robert Gitelman for Radio bu99FM, 'Trance Energy 20032004', 'Sensation 2003-2004', and many more!
After “Feeling The Sunrise” the world got shocked by Robert’s next bomb "Signet" under the “2
Players” guise. This track was immediately picked up by the German label Afterglow Records and got
a Plastic Angel remix. "Signet" became a No.1 hit in the German selling charts and got licensed by
Hooj Choons in the UK. When Hooj saw the massive success of "Signet" they decided to give Robert
one of the biggest projects of that year, the 2003 Remix of "Three Drivers - Greece 2000", that got
massive support from many DJs around the globe.
In 2007, Robert and his close friend Michael Tsukerman, released their first single together called
"Memories From The Future" on Adjusted Music. The track received great reviews & feedback from
the biggest DJs and was played by Tiësto, Armin Van Buuren, Paul Van Dyk, Judge Jules and others.
Since then Robert and Michael have been working along on some remixes, but new material is ready
for the near future so be prepared…

Disco
Michael Tsukerman & Robert Gitelman - "Memories From The Future" (Adjusted Music)
Eddie Sender - "Genesis" [Michael Tsukerman & Robert Gitelman Remix] (Inspired Records)
Underwater - "Imagine Me" [Michael Tsukerman & Robert Gitelman Remix] (Conspiracy Recordings)
Michael Tsukerman & Robert Gitelman - "Bolivia" (Ask4 Records)

* For full discography of both Michael Tsukerman and Robert Gitelman as separate projects please
check their public profiles at www.discogs.com
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